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This is the true story of a marketing campaign that sparked a revolution.

In 1988, Chilean military dictator Augusto Pinochet, due to international pressure, is forced to call a plebiscite on his presidency. The country will vote ‘Yes’ or ‘No’ to Pinochet extending his rule for another eight years. Opposition leaders for the ‘No’ vote persuade a brash young advertising executive, Rene Saavedra, to spearhead their campaign. Against all odds, with scant resources and while under scrutiny by the despot’s minions, Saavedra and his team devise an audacious plan to win the election and set Chile free.

Directed by Pablo Larrain (best known for his previous film, Tony Manero) it is an intelligent and potent film that mixes reality and drama; the former by incorporating archival footage and the latter by filming on U-Matic tape to give the film its distinctive vintage aesthetic.

“Funny and rousing, both intellectually and emotionally” New York Times

“Brilliant. Lively, mesmerising.” indieWIRE

“Winning. Uniquely and unexpectedly beautiful. A snapshot of a society renewed” Slant Magazine

“A smart, involving, tangy film that mixes reality and drama to provocative effect” LA Times

“Extraordinarily well-made, superbly acted, funny, human, warm, principled and, yes, as enthrallingly entertaining as it is fiercely moral and intelligent” The Playlist

“García Bernal has seldom been better than he is here” Variety

“Larrain’s most narratively robust and emotionally rousing film to date” HitFix

“Larrain has serious form, and his film is at once worthy, skilfully made and hugely entertaining”
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LONG SYNOPSIS:

In 1988, pressured by his most powerful and generous foreign ally, the United States of America, Chilean dictator General Augusto Pinochet calls for a referendum on his presidency. His 15-year regime had been characterized by its disregard for human rights, murders, imprisonments, exiles and "desaparecidos," the ones who just disappeared.

A coalition of 16 political parties in opposition to the dictatorship approached brash, young advertising executive, René Saavedra (Gael García Bernal), to spearhead their campaign. Saavedra is a "closer," a seducer of clients with his soft voice and good looks; he oozes sincerity in setting up presentations, whether it's a TV campaign for the latest soft drink or the most important event in the life of his country.

René's boss, Lucho Guzman (Alfredo Castro), just happens to be a high-ranking member of Pinochet's advisory board. René's estranged wife, Verónica Caravajal (Antonia Zegers), is a radical activist who believes the plebiscite is a fraud and refuses to legitimize the dictator and his bogus referendum by voting. While she belittles her husband's involvement with the opposition, commonly known as "The NO", René just wants them to get back together and live as a family with their son, Simon.

Reviewing materials already created for the campaign, René is convinced their grim, endless montages of killings, torture, tanks and tear gas will turn off voters. With the opposition outspending them an estimated 30 to 1, NO must come up with campaign ads that speak to the heart of the people of Chile and motivate them go to the polls. The people are frightened, as are the leaders of the NO movement once they realize they are being shadowed and often directly confronted by Pinochet's secret police, the DINA.

"Everyone wants to be happy," René says in his quiet, convincing way. "Happiness" will be the campaign: "Happiness is coming if you vote NO!" This approach meets resistance from colleagues who see it as an affront to the many who have suffered under Pinochet, but René confidently commissions jingles and celebrities to join in delivering the message: "Chile: happiness is coming!!!"

Director-producer Pablo Larrain explains. "That's why they won. They didn't attack Pinochet. They just promised a better and nicer future." Not only was Pinochet defeated, 97% of registered voters turned out at the polls. The NO campaign won almost 56% of the vote.
ABOUT THE PRODUCTION:

_No_ is the last part of a trilogy Pablo Larraín began in 2008 with _Tony Manero_, a dark comedy with intimations of political turmoil, about a middle-aged psychopath who devotes his life to becoming his country’s best John Travolta impersonator vintage Saturday Night Fever. In the second instalment, _Post Mortem_, a Kafka-esque clerk in the city morgue, hopelessly in love with an exotic dancer who lives next door, is shocked into awareness of political reality when he comes face to face with the collateral damage of a brutal coup d’état.

“_Post Mortem_ speaks of the origin of the dictatorship, _Tony Manero_ about its most violent moment, and _No_ is about the end”, elaborates director Pablo Larraín. “Perhaps what I am most interested in is revising and revisiting the imagery of the violence, the moral destruction and ideological distortion, not in order to understand it, but in order to shed light on it.”

Inspired by actual events, _No_ puts its hero, René Saavedra, in charge of a vibrant, fresh ad campaign instrumental in deposing the dictator Augusto Pinochet. “_No_ is an epic David and Goliath story, a black comedy with attitude”, says producer Juan de Diós Larraín. “Here’s a guy who’s using advertising tools to change the social process”, adds director-producer Pablo Larraín. “That’s why it’s so original and strange at the same time”.

Gael García Bernal, the international star of such films as _Amores Perros, The Motorcycle Diaries, Babel, Letters to Juliet_ and the recent _Casa de Mi Padre_, is a partner in the production-distribution company Canana Films, which has successfully collaborated with Fabula on _Tony Manero_ and _Post Mortem_. It seemed only natural for Gael to move to the front of Pablo Larraín’s camera one day, especially on a film like _No_ that so brilliantly reflects his own social conscience and shares their mutual political sensibilities. “It’s an important movie”, says Bernal. “When something is important and it’s expressed through an art form, then hopefully it will have a transcendence and a relevance so people can connect to it. I think that what was achieved in that moment [the overthrow of the Chilean dictator in a fair election] was one of the most important and pure acts of fraternity that democracy has lived in the world”, he states unequivocally.

Producer Daniel Dreifuss adds: “I’m hopeful this story will resonate with audiences all over the world. The theme of civil liberties and freedom is universal but can be particular to a people and their reality. Like in the movie, each has their own meaning for NO MORE and what they strive for”.

“It’s a movie that’s very classic in terms of structure, but I believe the facts we are explaining are very unique and, at the same time, universal”, Pablo explains. “That’s why we’re all so fascinated by it. It’s something we can all understand, and you don’t have to be Chilean to experience it”.
When the Larraín brothers began to prepare to make the film, they realized it was going to be on a much grander scale than anything they had done before, and they sought to partner with another company for financing. They joined forces with Daniel Dreifuss, a young LA based producer interested in foreign films, and worked on the development of the script. Daniel devised the strategy to create a US co-production and brought the project to Participant Media. Says Participant’s Jonathan King, Executive Vice President of Production: “I had seen Pablo’s previous two movies and was a fan of his work. The script was gripping and completely relevant to pressing contemporary issues like the movement for democratic freedom worldwide. Gael was already attached, so we agreed to finance the movie, and it all came together very quickly”.

Collaborating once again with Pablo and Juan de Diós Larraín on No is Antónia Zegers, who appeared in Tony Manero and Post Mortem, as well as Alfredo Castro and Marcial Tagle, who have been in all four of Larraín’s films. In No, Tagle portrays a cameraman with whom Saavedra sometimes clashes. Jaime Vadell, who was also in Post Mortem, is seen as a Pinochet government minister. Working with Larraín for the first time are actors Luis Gnecco as Urrutia, the man who recruits Saavedra to join the band of No, Néstor Cantillana as commercial director Costa and Pascal Montero as Simon, René and Veronica’s son. Also appearing in the film are José Manuel Salcedo and Enrique García, two of the men most instrumental in achieving the brilliant success of the 1988 No campaign (René Saavedra is a composite character of the two). Larraín cast them against type—Salcedo sneaks the NO video from the censor’s office and passes it on to the Pinochet camp; García is seen at the conference table with other high ranking officials of the YES contingent.

Furthering their creative relationships with Larraín are cinematographer Sergio Armstrong, who shot My Last Round and The Maid, and Film Editor Andrea Chinogli, who recently edited Circumstance. Production Designer Estefanía Larraín (no relation) was Art Director on My Last Round; Costume Designer Francisca Román last worked on The Maid. Carlos Cabezas composed original music for No and has scored five other pictures; he’s the vocalist for the influential band Electrodomesticos. Casting Director Solange Medina is credited with Roberto Artiagoitia’s comedy Grado 3, produced by the Larraíns via Fabula.

For No, Pablo was committed to recreating the look of the period With Armstrong’s aid and encouragement, he tracked down a 1983 U-matic video camera to shoot 2012 footage to match that of the 1988 past. Not only did he want to integrate archival news footage in a seamless fashion with the new material, he used many of the TV spots and actual on- and off-screen participants from the campaign 24 years ago. The best example of this technique is when Larraín cuts from a close-up of the white haired narrator of the nightly NO newscast (“NO-ticias”) to a wide shot of the studio in which he is seen —live on a TV monitor. He looks almost the same but his hair isn’t so white—it’s the actual video of the newscaster almost a quarter of a century ago. For fifteen years he’s been off the air, blacklisted because his politics differed from those of the dictatorship. Here he is, back in front of his audience for the mandated 27 days of campaigning thanks to the paid promotional announcements funded by the NO people; a true story.
Producer Juan de Diós Larraín, Pablo’s brother and producing partner, points out that the hand-held camera with its flashes and flares is intentional, spontaneous. “Pablo wants the camera to be as much a participant in scenes as the actors”, he explains. “Pablo likes his camera to get dirty”. Larraín sought authenticity wherever he could find it. The infectious songs and jingles are all from the 1988 campaign, as are many of the singers, dancers and actors in the commercials. In a coup of his own, Larraín captured Patricio Aylwin, the NO candidate who succeeded Pinochet, with his U-matic camera and intercut the 2012 restaging of the victory celebration with actual news coverage from the event. “Sometimes I can’t tell the difference myself”, he has to admit.

CAST & CREW INTERVIEWS:

PABLO LARRAIN

Why did you incorporate vintage cameras in order to achieve the film’s audio-visual language?

We decided to shoot in the same format used to shoot practically all the archive footage in the film. As a result, we achieved images identical to those shot in the eighties so the spectator has access to this rare footage without being aware of what is archive footage and what was shot for the film. In doing so, we were able to avoid making the usage of archive material evident, creating a seamless combination of time, space and material generated with Ikegami tube cameras from 1983. With an almost square aspect radio or 4:3, and a resolution that is unique in audio-visual technology, producing this film with analogue video cameras is also a statement against the aesthetic hegemony of HD.

What does it mean that the model that was used to overthrow the dictatorship then installed itself in post-Pinochet Chile?

Rene Saavedra is a son of the neoliberal system that Pinochet imposed in this country. This is why it is interesting that he, with the same ideological tools brought along by the dictatorship, is in charge of defeating Pinochet. And he does it by inventing an advertising campaign filled with political symbols and objectives, which on the surface are just part of a communicational strategy, but in reality, hide the future of a country. To me, the NO campaign is the first step towards the consolidation of capitalism as the only viable system in Chile. It’s not a metaphor; it’s direct capitalism, pure and true product of advertising, taken to politics.

What does it mean for you to close this trilogy, after Tony Manero and Post-Mortem?

To close a cycle and to wait for the films to generate connections amongst themselves, Post-Mortem speaks of the origin of the dictatorship, Tony Manero about its most violent moment, and NO is about its end. Perhaps what I am most interested in is revising and revisiting the imagery of the violence, the moral destruction and ideological distortion, not
in order to understand it, but in order to shed light on it. Perhaps, in time, they can contribute a look at a period filled with poorly lit and said labyrinths, as well as clumsy and oftentimes forced happiness.

GAEL GARCIA BERNAL

Is Rene Saavedra a symbol of the time he lived in? Or is he a symbol of what we are living today?

Rene is a character that is inherent to the context that he lived in, but at the same time, is also eternal; he symbolizes the political awakening of an apparently apolitical person. Being as he is, a consequence of the politics lived by his parents – exile, persecution, the feeling of always being a foreigner -, during the story, he inadvertently seeks to redeem himself with the political side, which is called forth in order to change his immediate surroundings. I feel that this rite of maturity is a recurrent passage in human beings, which appears when one realizes that it is possible to change things first handedly.

What was the NO campaign’s best move, considering its political and advertising dimension?

The NO campaign’s best move was to take advantage of, on one hand, the neoliberal system implemented by the dictatorship to its convenience, and on the other, the democratization of the massive media in the rudimentary state that it was back then. One may say that they overtook the right wing from both the left and the right. They appealed to optimism and to happiness in a country submerged in the painful shock of its recent politics.

Pinochet is the only known dictator in recent history who has stepped down from power through a democratic election. How do you see Saavedra from that place?

I think that what was achieved at that moment was one of the most important and pure acts of fraternity that democracy has lived in the world. While knowing that they were entering an election that was largely considered to be fraudulent from the very beginning, they trusted that it was worth the sacrifice to show their faces for once and for all: for themselves, for their parents, for their children. This is where Saavedra, in my opinion, turns into a heroic and plausible being. Long live Saavedra. I miss him already.
How are Raul Peralta (*Tony Manero*), Mario Cornejo (*Post-Mortem*) and Guzman (*NO*) related?

Raul Peralta, Mario Cornejo and Luis Guzman unite in their loneliness, in their invisibility to those around them, in their relationship of subjection to power. However, what makes them radically different amongst themselves is that Guzman believes and supports an ideology. Guzman is the most harmful and dangerous representative of the Chilean right wing: a social climber, completely lacking in talent, but servile and useful to the dictatorship. Personally, what moved me about this role was his infinite loneliness and the secret hope of someday being able to enter Pinochet’s closest and most familiar circle, yet knowing that this shall never happen. Unlike Raul – a being that completely lacks any ideology and who, from a corner of the story, intends to exercise his power over those less privileged than he, and to kill with as much impunity as the dictator- and Mario- a man that from one instant to the next is turned into the protagonist of the most bloody and undesirable story in the Chilean nation purely by the historical circumstances that surround him-, Guzman willingly transits between kindred ideologies with ease: dictatorship and free market. No sentimentalisms, ideals, nor heroic or epic deeds. Just an ideology of free market, trade, and commerce, unable to distinguish a dictatorship from a microwave.

This is your third film set in the same time period. Considering that close to three decades have passed since then, how do you work the perception of time and space?

I don’t think that they’re —the same time period. Pablo Larrain’s way of telling stories is interesting: in *Tony Manero*, he narrated the time of strongest repression and cruelty of the dictatorship; later, with *Post-Mortem*, he narrated the beginnings of this horror; and with *NO*, he narrated the dictatorship’s apparent agony. Apparent, because this continued and continues to operate in Chile, in the shadows of an apparent democracy. Although they take place in similar years, the three films don’t belong to the same time period. A —period can take place in a few hours, in a few days. This —period, this dictatorship, with other faces, more —democratic ones, continues to operate, now as a structure of power and an economic system, through great and powerful economic groups, just as cruel in their segregation and discrimination towards the underprivileged as the awful dictatorship that installed them.

What do you think about the fact that advertising has such a relevant role in current political communication?

This relationship, between politics and propaganda and the agitation of masses, necessary in order to provoke great social changes, has always existed. During World War II, ministries of Propaganda or information were created in European countries, the same in Russia with Lenin, and in Germany with the Nazi movement. The same thing happened in Chile for the plebiscite. The dictatorship had the country’s entire communication apparatus at its
disposal, and had the support of a large part of the population. Therefore, in order to defeat it, it became necessary for the campaign's creatives to gain access to that large mass of terrified doubters and dissidents, with symbolic messages that would appeal to people's subconscious, instincts, emotions and feelings. To simplify the ideas as much as possible; to use sparse, clear, and concentrated ideas. This is why the slogan for the NO campaign, which was led mainly by young advertising agents, Happiness is Coming, is, as my character Guzman says, a promise, an ideal for the future, and a change that turned out to be unbeatable. And so it was.

ABOUT THE CAST:

GAEL GARCIA BERNAL

Having worked as an actor in his native Mexico since childhood, Gael García Bernal (Rene Saavedra) made his feature film debut in Alejandro Gonzalez Iñarritu's Academy Award®-nominated Amores Perros. His breakthrough performance in the universally acclaimed film earned him a Silver Ariel Award (Mexico's equivalent of the Oscar) as well as a Silver Hugo Award at the Chicago International Film Festival, both as Best Actor.

Gael Garcia Bernal's next film role was in another globally celebrated feature, Alfonso Cuaron's Academy Award®-nominated Y Tu Mama Tambien, starring opposite his lifelong friend Diego Luna. For their performances, the two friends were jointly voted the Marcello Mastroianni Award at the Venice International Film Festival. In 2008 he starred alongside Diego Aluna again in —Rudo y Cursi.

He subsequently starred in the title role of Carlos Carrera's Academy Award-nominated romantic drama El Crimen del padre Amaro. His performance earned him the Silver Goddess Award for Best Actor from the Mexican Cinema Journalists, as well as a nomination from the Chicago Film Critics' Association for Most Promising Performer. Since 2004, Gael Garcia Bernal has starred in important films like The Motorcycle Diaries directed by Walter Salles, La Mala Educacion, directed by Pedro Almodovar, and Babel directed by Alejandro Gonzalez Iñarritu.

In addition to acting, Gael Garcia Bernal has taken on the roles of both director and producer. He founded the production company Canana, with his close friend, actor Diego Luna and producer Pablo Cruz. Canana was established in order both to further the awareness of the popularity of Mexican Cinema and to prove that Mexican Independent films can find local audiences as well.

In 2009 Bernal starred in The Limits of Control with Tilda Swinton and directed by Jim Jarmusch as well as Mammoth, with Michelle Williams and directed by Lukas Moodysson. In 2010, he starred in Even the Rain, directed by Icíar Bollaín and Letters to Juliet, with Amanda Seyfried. Recently, Gael starred in Casa de Mi Padre, with Will Ferrell and Diego Luna as well
as *A Little Bit of Heaven* starring alongside Kate Hudson and Kathy Bates. Currently, he is filming *Hands of Stone* in which he plays Roberto Duran and stars alongside Robert De Niro.

**ALFREDO CASTRO**

Was born in Santiago de Chile and holds a Bachelor of Arts degree in Theatre Acting from Universidad de Chile. Currently, he works as a theatre director, actor, pedagogue, playwright, and founder of Teatro La Memoria. In 2006, the theatre company founded the Centro de Investigación Teatral (Center for Theatrical Investigation) and the Sala de 15 Teatro: Teatro La Memoria (an intimate 100-seat playhouse). Pablo Larraín calls him “the Antonin Artaud of Chile”.

In 1989, Castro received a grant from the French Government for advanced professional studies in Theatre Direction in Paris, Strasbourg, and Lyon. He then travelled to London in 1993, with a scholarship from the British Council for professional training in theatre acting at The London Academy of Music and Dramatic Arts. In June of 2010, Castro went to Italy to perform alongside distinguished actor Toni Servillo in the Italian film *É stato il figlio*, directed by Daniele Cipri.

**ANTONIA ZEGERS**

A well-known television actress in Chile, she has starred in TV movies and mini-series, and is one of the busiest actors in telenovelas today. Of late she has been on stage in a long-running revival of Ariel Dorfman’s *Death and the Maiden* at the National Theatre of Chile, a play that echoes the themes of *No* and was written by one of the most famous exiles of the Pinochet dictatorship.

Her films with Pablo Larraín have introduced her to cinephiles and film critics who recognize her range and depth, from her role as a TV producer in *Tony Manero* to the emaciated showgirl in *Post Mortem*, to the strong-minded left-wing activist in *No*. Last year she starred in *La Vida de Los Peces* (I), directed by Matías Bize.

**LUIS GNECCO**

One of Chile’s most popular comedic actors, recently tackling the Ricky Gervais part in his country’s version of *The Office*. Pablo Larraín cast him in a decidedly non-comedic role as an unscrupulous villain in HBO Latin America’s hit mini-series *Prófugos*. Gnecco appeared in Fabula’s provocative *Young and Wild* before assuming the role of the man who recruits Saavedra to join the *No* campaign; it was a natural fit for the actor, as he was deeply involved in the 1988 movement to overthrow Pinochet.

**MARICAL TAGLE**

Has made over a dozen films since his debut in 1994, including all four of director Pablo Larraín’s. His career includes roles in telenovelas and TV series, most notably *Casado con Hijos*, the Chilean version of *Married with Children*. In *No* he appears as another advocate of The NO, the cameraman with whom Saavedra occasionally has creative differences.
NESTOR CANTILLANA
Plays Saavedra’s mentor, a man who will help the campaign but only if his involvement is kept confidential. The Chilean Arts and Entertainment Critics named him Best Actor for Los Debutantes and Best Supporting Actor for the television shows E16.

ABOUT THE FILMMAKERS:

PEDRO PEIRANO (Screenplay)
He is best known for the popular 2009 comedy-drama The Maid (La Nana), which he co-wrote with director Sebastián Silva. The film received international acclaim and, among other honours, won two important prizes at the Sundance Film Festival, and was nominated for a Golden Globe and an Independent Spirit Award. Silva and Peraino also co-directed and co-wrote Old Cats, which won awards at the 2011 Cartagena and Sarasota Film Festivals.

Peirano received this year’s World Cinema Screenwriting Award at Sundance for Young and Wild, an honour he shared with Camila Gutiérrez and Marialy Rivas, who was also nominated as Best Director in the World Cinema-Dramatic category. Pablo and Juan de Dios Larraín produced the film, having previously presented another Silva/Peraino collaboration, La vida me mata.

In 1988, the year the NO campaign triumphed, Peraino and Alvaro Díaz directed and shot a controversial documentary, Nunca digas nunca jamás, featuring the deposed dictator’s son, Augusto Pinochet, Jr. Peraino has worked extensively in television as a writer, director and voice actor.

ANTONIO SKARMETA (El Plebiscito)
NO is based on Referendum (Plebiscito), an unproduced play by Chilean novelist Antonio Skármeta, one of the many who went into exile once Pinochet seized the presidency from Salvador Allende, relocating briefly to Buenos Aires before settling in West Berlin. His first writing credit came after his defection; a television movie about events in Chile called La Victoria, produced in Germany in 1973 which he co-wrote with director Peter Lilienthal. He has subsequently worked as a writer and director for film and television in both Germany and Chile.

During his exile he wrote and directed a film inspired by the great Chilean poet Pablo Neruda, Ardiente paciencia, (released in the U.S. in 1983 as Burning Patience), then refashioned it into a best-selling novel. English director Michael Radford adapted it to film in 1994 as Il Postino, which garnered five Academy Award nominations including Best Picture in addition to numerous international accolades and great popularity. In concert with director Fernando Trueba and Jonás Trueba, he wrote The Dancer and the Thief, set in newly democratic Chile, Spain’s official entry for the 2010 Oscar for Best Foreign Language Film.
Skármeta returned to his native country in 1989 after the overthrow of the dictatorship and was named Chile’s ambassador to Germany from 2000 to 2003. Last year his novel *Los días del arco iris* won one of the richest and most prestigious prizes in world literature, the Premio Iberoamericano Planeta-Casa de América de Narrativa, an honour valued at $200,000.

**JUAN DE DIOS LARRAIN (Producer)**

He earned an MBA at Universidad Adolfo Ibáñez and studied law before switching focus to entertainment in 2004 in order to partner with his director-brother in a company they named Fabula. In association with Santiago-based Ef3, Fabula has produced *Prófugos*, the first Chilean based mini-series for HBO Latin America, a chronicle of drug smugglers on which Pablo Larraín has been responsible for the overall direction of the show. A ratings success since its debut in 2011, *Prófugos* has already spawned a spin-off in Brazil.

Last year the Larraíns also produced Fabula’s first English language film, Abel Ferrara’s *4:44 Last Day on Earth*, starring Willem Dafoe, Natasha Lyonne and Anita Pallenberg. It was their premier co-production with Paris-based Funny Balloons, which was also involved with *No* as international sales agent.

Juan de Diós Larraín produced nine features before —NO. The first was —Fuga , Pablo Larraín’s 2006 debut as a writer-director and is otherwise notable for the presence of Alfredo Castro in the small role of Claudio.

**DANIEL DREIFUSS (Producer)**

He was born in Scotland, raised in Brazil and has lived in LA for the past eight years. He holds an MFA in Producing from the American Film Institute. He began his career at the MPAA-Motion Picture Association of America and has also worked at Paramount Pictures in worldwide strategy.

Daniel is the Head of US Programs for the Latin American Training Center and the Co-Creator of the Immersion Week for Ibero-American Filmmakers. The event, which takes place in LA during AFM, has brought over 130 Ibero-American producers and directors to the US to foment co-productions. Past collaborators include IFTA, NALIP, HBO Docs, Focus Features, IM Global, WB, CAA, WME2. In March of 2010, Daniel was appointed the Representative for the Rio de Janeiro Film Commission in the US.

With his company, Filmed Imagination, he has been working on a diverse slate which includes literary adaptations, remakes and original projects, both as US titles and co-productions with Spain, Brazil and other countries.

**JEFF SKOLL (Executive Producer)**

He is a philanthropist and social entrepreneur. As founder and chairman of the Skoll Foundation, Participant Media and the Skoll Global Threats Fund, he is bringing life to his vision of a sustainable world of peace and prosperity. As the first full-time employee and first President of eBay, Jeff developed the company’s inaugural business plan and led its
successful initial public offering. eBay has since become the world’s largest on-line marketplace, connecting hundreds of millions of buyers and sellers. eBay’s transformational trading platform democratized economic opportunity throughout the world, empowering individuals to become successful online entrepreneurs.

After pioneering the creation of the eBay Foundation through the allocation of pre-IPO shares, Mr. Skoll then founded the Skoll Foundation in 1999. It quickly became the world’s largest foundation for social entrepreneurship, driving large-scale change by investing in, connecting, and celebrating social entrepreneurs and other innovators dedicated to solving the world’s most pressing problems. Its flagship program, the Skoll Awards for Social Entrepreneurship, currently supports 85 leading social entrepreneurs whose extraordinary work serves the neediest populations in over 100 countries.

The Skoll Foundation also co-produces the annual Skoll World Forum on Social Entrepreneurship at the Saïd Business School at the University of Oxford. The Skoll World Forum unites acclaimed social entrepreneurs with essential partners from the social, finance, private and public sectors. Each year, the Skoll World Forum attracts 800 distinguished delegates, including such renowned world figures as Archbishop Desmond Tutu, U.S. President Jimmy Carter, the Honourable Mary Robinson, Dr. Paul Farmer, and Nobel Laureates Al Gore, Muhammad Yunus, Jody Williams, and Dr. R.K. Pachauri.

In 2009, Skoll founded the Skoll Global Threats Fund. Its initial focus is on five global issues that, if unchecked, could bring the world to its knees: climate change, water scarcity, pandemics, nuclear proliferation and Middle East conflict. Jeff founded Participant Media in 2004 with the belief that a story well told has the power to inspire and compel social change. Participant’s films are accompanied by social action and advocacy campaigns to engage people on the issues addressed in the films.

Jeff has served as Executive Producer on over 33 films to dates, which have collectively received a total of 5 Academy Awards® and 22 nominations. Participant’s films include, among others, Good Night, and Good Luck, North Country, Syriana, An Inconvenient Truth, The Kite Runner, Charlie Wilson’s War, The Visitor, The Cove, Countdown to Zero, Waiting for Superman, Food, In., The Help, Contagion, The Best Exotic Marigold Hotel, and Last Call at the Oasis.

In 2008, Participant launched TakePart.com, an on-line Social Action Network™ that enables people to learn, inspire, connect and get involved in major issues which shape our lives.

Jeff received a Bachelor’s degree in Electrical Engineering from the University of Toronto and an MBA from the Stanford Graduate School of Business. He has been awarded an honorary Doctor of Laws degree from the University of Toronto and an honorary Doctor of Public Service from Santa Clara University. Jeff’s other recent honours include Barron’s 25 Best Givers (2010, 2009), Huffington Post’s Ultimate Game Changer in Entertainment among the world’s top 100 game changers (2010), Environmental Media Awards Corporate Responsibility Award (2010), the Producers Guild of America’s Visionary Award (2009), Global Green USA’s Entertainment Industry Environmental Leadership Award (2009),
Business Week’s 50 Most Generous Philanthropists (2003-2007), Time Magazine’s 100 Most Influential People (2006), and Wired Magazine’s Rave Award (2006).

JONATHAN KING (Executive Producer)
Oversaw development and production of Participant’s slate of narrative feature films. Prior to joining Participant, Jonathan worked as both a producer and an executive for companies including Focus Features, Laurence Mark Productions, and Miramax Films. Some of the movies he has worked on include Dreamgirls, The Lookout, Finding Forrester, Studio 54, Guinevere, and Judas Kiss. He started his film career in MGM/UA’s New York office, scouting books, theatre, and independent films.

Jonathan currently serves on the board of advisors for the Outfest Legacy Project, a partnership with the UCLA Film and Television Archive that restores and preserves important works of queer cinema. He also serves on the Dean’s Advisory Council of the Florida State University Film School and on the board of directors of the John Alexander Project, a new non-profit dedicated to nurturing and supporting innovative investigative journalism.
CHILE UNDER PINOCHET:
A Chronology

1970: President Salvador Allende is elected to power at the head of a Popular Unity coalition of Socialists and Communists.

1973 August: Augusto Pinochet is appointed by Allende as commander-in-chief of the army. September: In a violent coup, the presidential palace is bombed. Allende is among the first of 1,213 people who die or disappear between September 11 and the end of 1973. Pinochet dissolves Congress, suspends the constitution, bans opposition, arrests trade unionists and imposes controls on the media. Thousands are forced into exile. Four hundred US CIA experts assist Pinochet. The regime embarks on a radical program of denationalization, closely assisted by economists from the University of Chicago.

1976: Orlando Letelier, Chile's former foreign minister and Socialist Party leader in exile, is killed by a car bomb in the center of Washington DC. The Pinochet regime is widely implicated.

1978: Pinochet declares an amnesty to cover all human rights abuses since the coup.

1980: Pinochet launches a new, dictatorial, constitution, which is ratified by a controversial plebiscite. Britain lifts its arms embargo on Pinochet's regime.

1986: Pinochet is the target of an assassination attempt by the left-wing Manuel Rodriguez Patriotic Front (FPMR).

1987: Pinochet legalizes some political parties. Leaders of the centrist opposition Democratic Alliance reject the initiative as "having no other purpose than the continuation of the dictatorship". The Pope visits Chile and denounces political torture.

1988: Pinochet loses a plebiscite on his rule with 44 per cent of the ballot.

1989: Veteran lawyer Patricio Aylwin, aged 70, a Christian Democrat, wins a landslide 55 percent of the votes to become Chile's new president. He is sworn in 1990, but Pinochet stays on as army chief.

1991: Chile's National Commission for Truth and Reconciliation publishes a lengthy indictment of Pinochet's dictatorship, officially counting 2,279 deaths (later revised to 3,172) in "political violence".
**CAST & CREW:**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Role</th>
<th>Name</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Director</td>
<td>Pablo Larraín</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Producers</td>
<td>Juan de Dios Larraín</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Daniel Dreifuss</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Director of Photography</td>
<td>Sergio Armstrong</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Writer</td>
<td>Pedro Peirano</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Based on the play &quot;El Plebiscito&quot; by</td>
<td>Antonio Skármeta</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Writing Advisor</td>
<td>Eliseo Altunaga</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mounting</td>
<td>Andrea Chignoli</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Executive Producer</td>
<td>Jonathan King</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Jeff Skoll</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Associate Producer</td>
<td>Niv Fichman</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Art Director</td>
<td>Estefanía Larraín</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Production Director</td>
<td>Eduardo Castro</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sound Design</td>
<td>Miguel Hormazábal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Costume Design</td>
<td>Francisca Román</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Make Up</td>
<td>Margarita Marchi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Post Production</td>
<td>Cristián Echeverría</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Music</td>
<td>Carlos Cabezas</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Archival Director</td>
<td>Eduardo Bertrán</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**CAST**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Character</th>
<th>Actor</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>René Saavedra</td>
<td>Gael García Bernal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Luis Guzmán</td>
<td>Alfredo Castro</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>José Tomás Urrutia</td>
<td>Luis Gnecco</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Verónica Carvajal  Antonia Zegers
Arancibia  Marcial Tagle
Costa  Néstor Cantillana
Ministro  Jaime Vadell
Simón  Pascal Montero
Elenco  Elsa Poblete
Carmen  Diego Muñoz
Carlos  Roberto Farías
Marcelo  Sergio Hernández
Militar  Manuela Oyarzún
Sandra  Paloma Moreno
Fran  César Caillet
Cliente  Pablo Krög
Director de campaña  Patricio Achurra
Político  Amparo Noguer
Socióloga  José Manuel Salcedo
Censor CNTV  Alejandro Goic
Político No  Carlos Cabezas
Ponce  Claudia Cabezas
Young Executive “NO”  Paulo Brunetti
Chief Advertising Exec “YES”  Iñigo Urrutia
Choreographer  Pedro Peirano
Young Commander  

SPECIAL UNITS
Patricio Aylwin
Eugenio Tironi
Juan Forch
Eugenio García
Juan Gabriel Valdés
Jaime de Aguirre
Florcita Motuda
Patricio Bañados
Osvaldo Silva
Carmen María Pascal
María Teresa Bacigalupe
Cecilia Echeñique
Tati Penna
Javiera Parra
Isabel Parra
Cristina Parra
Milena Rojas
Carlos Caszely
Gabriela Medina
César Arredondo
Malucha Pinto
Maitén Montenegro
Jorge Yáñez
Claudio Narea
Marco Antonio de la Parra
Ana María Gazmuri
Marcela Medel
Reinaldo Vallejos
Claudio Guzmán
Consuelo Holzapfel
Maricarmen Arrigorriaga
Shlomyt Baytelman
Jaime Celedón
Delfina Guzmán
María Elena Douvachelle
Julio Jung

Coproducción México
Canana

Identidad Gráfica
Tomás Dittborn

Diseño Gráfico
Rommy González

Montaje adicional
Javier Estévez
Catalina Marín

Cámara
Pablo Larraín
Sergio Armstrong

Asist de Dirección
Oscar Godoy

2º Asist de Dirección
Waldo Salgado

2ª Asist de Dirección
María José Droguett

3ª Asist de Dirección
Nicol Ruiz

Continuista
Casandra Campos

Director 2da Unidad
Gabriel Díaz

1º asist de Producción
Alejandro Wise

2º Asist de Producción
Enrique Lerman

3º Asist de Producción
Pablo Andy Pinto

4º Asist de Producción
Nicolás Opazo
5º Asist de Producción: Alan Kostner
Productora de Arte: Alejandra Rivas
Ambientadora: María Eugenia Hederra
1º Asist de Ambientación: Angela Torti
2º Asist de Ambientación: Zimón Briceño
3º Asist de Ambientación: Claudia González
Peluquero: Giovanni Zapata
Asistente Peluquería: Miguelangel Salinas
Asistente Peluquería: Elizabeth Fuentes
Asistente de Maquillaje: Paula Casanueva
1º Asistente vestuario: Carolina Norero
2º Asistente vestuario: Lorena Pérez
Productor de Locaciones: Horacio Donoso
Asistente locacionista: Carolina Olivares
Asistente Peluquería: Pablo Abrahams
Asistente Peluquería: Juan Ignacio Correa
Asistente Peluquería: Mariane Hartard
Asistente Peluquería: Sofia Subercaseaux
Asistente Peluquería: Andrea Carrasco Stuven
Asistente Peluquería: Angélica Sepúlveda
Asistente Peluquería: Felipe Bravo
Asistente Peluquería: Dannae Gutiérrez
Asistente Peluquería: Isabel Roa
Asistente Peluquería: Germán Vergara
Asistente Peluquería: Danitza Prieto
Asistente Peluquería: Carmen Eugenia Núñez
Asistente Peluquería: Luis Muñoz
Asistente de Maquillaje: Paulo Casanueva
Asistente de Maquillaje: Carolina Norero
Asistente de Maquillaje: Lorena Pérez
Asistente de Maquillaje: Carolina Olivares
Asistente de Maquillaje: Pablo Abrahams
Asistente de Maquillaje: Juan Ignacio Correa
Asistente de Maquillaje: Mariane Hartard
Asistente de Maquillaje: Sofia Subercaseaux
Asistente de Maquillaje: Andrea Carrasco Stuven
Asistente de Maquillaje: Angélica Sepúlveda
Asistente de Maquillaje: Felipe Bravo
Asistente de Maquillaje: Dannae Gutiérrez
Asistente de Maquillaje: Isabel Roa
Asistente de Maquillaje: Germán Vergara
Asistente de Maquillaje: Danitza Prieto
Asistente de Maquillaje: Carmen Eugenia Núñez
Asistente de Maquillaje: Luis Muñoz
1º Asistente vestuario: Carolina Norero
2º Asistente vestuario: Lorena Pérez
Productor de Locaciones: Horacio Donoso
Asistente locacionista: Carolina Olivares
Asistente locacionista: Pablo Abrahams
Asistente locacionista: Juan Ignacio Correa
Asistente locacionista: Mariane Hartard
Asistente locacionista: Sofia Subercaseaux
Asistente locacionista: Andrea Carrasco Stuven
Asistente locacionista: Angélica Sepúlveda
Asistente locacionista: Felipe Bravo
Asistente locacionista: Dannae Gutiérrez
Asistente locacionista: Isabel Roa
Asistente locacionista: Germán Vergara
Asistente locacionista: Danitza Prieto
Asistente locacionista: Carmen Eugenia Núñez
Asistente locacionista: Luis Muñoz
Coordinador de Stunts: Wernher Schurmann
Coordinador de Stunts: Angel Pinto
Coordinador de Stunts: Jonathan Molina
Coordinador de Stunts: Paz Ramírez
Coordinador de Stunts: Samuel Olivares
Coordinador de Stunts: Claudio Figueroa
Meritorio de Producción: Luis López
Meritorio de Producción: Daniel Riquelme
Meritorio de Producción: Fabián Leiva
Meritorio de Producción: Diego Argarañaz
Meritorio de Producción: José Alliende
Meritorio de Producción: Oscar Rojas
Meritorio de Producción: Felipe Alfaro
Meritorio de Producción: Alvaro Figueroa
Meritorio de Producción: Alejandro Herrera
Meritorio de Producción: Felipe Salinas
Meritorio de Producción: Francisco Quintanilla
Meritorio de Producción: Buchi Soto
Meritorio de Producción: Ana Belén Franco
Meritorio de Producción: Gabriel Godoy
Utilería
Asistente de Utilería
Valentina Bernstein
Daniela Vargas
Gabriela Fuenzalida
Nicolas Perez de Arce
Ana Norambuena
Fernanda Urrutia
Pablo Tenhamm
Eugenio Gonzalez
Sebastian Fuenzalida
Victor Contreras
Pablo Zarath Nava
Karin Moreno
Vanessa Inostroza
Natalia Mardones
Daniela Oyenguren
Camila Aravena
Carolina Reis
Pilar Calderon
Jose Vergara
Zughey Huenuman
Eliana Ordoñez
Luis Escobar Vargas
Guillermo Alfaro
Lola Contreras
Victor Fuentes
Jonathan Maldonado
Juan Millan Costa
Carlos Vidal
Carlos Diaz Jara
Rodrigo Ramirez
Leandro Chacana
Ivan Olguin
Christopher Aravena
Silvio Goffreri
Benjamin Aravena
Hugo Ruiz
Diego Puga
Cristian Gonzalez
Carlos Acuna
Mauricio Molina
Isaac Moreno
Nicolas Borquez
Martin Bohte
Daniel Henriquez

Asesoría U-Matic
Investigación y búsqueda de Cámara
Making Off
Traducción inglés
Traducción francés
Subtítulos

DISTRIBUTION

Adrián Tomasevsky
Alex Hofmann
Alfredo López
Álvaro Pacull
Álvaro Viguera
Andrea Assef
Andrea Echagüe
Andrés Gómez
Ángela López
Carola del Río
Catalina Arana
Claudio Marín
Eduardo Donoso
Francisca Castillo
Francisco Cuadrado
Franco Toledo
Héctor Aguilar
Hugo Vásquez
Jaime Troncoso
Joaquín Astaburuaga
Juan Quezada
Juan Rojas
Juan Waidele
Julia Rodríguez
Julio Fuentes
León Jijavetsky
Marcos Mardones
María Angélica Díaz
Marialy Rivas
Marta Aránguiz
Martín Celis
Mauro Montero
Max Corvalán
Omar Morán
Pablo Ausensi
Pablo Suárez
Víctor Rojas
Diego Rojas
Manuela Baldovino
Clara Szwarc
Valeria Hernández
Pablo Tenham
Patricio Parra
Roberto Jadue
Roque Artiagoitia
Sebastián Acevedo
Tamara Harcha
Teresa Lara
Margarita Llanos
Waldo Salgado
Lorena Penjean
Verónica Olea
Humberto Milla
Gonzalo Maza
Cristián Jiménez
Nelson Ibarra
Héctor Rojas
Cecilia Núñez
Verónica Lobos
Valentina Pavez
Paula Lefever
Rosa Jiménez
Paloma Shneider
Artemisa Cifuentes
Alberto Muñoz
Rolando Pérez
Jacqueline Cooper
Luisa Skarneo
Lorna Catalán
Federico Rogerone
Fernando de la Cuadra
Antonio Silva
Matías Olivares
Clara Lagos
Soledad Gallardo
Isabel Noriega
Mijlenko Karlezi
Macarena Pardo
Camilo Ríos
Sergio Jiménez
Marlen Colombo
Grupo Baile "Camino de Raíces"
Stunts
Julián Meneses
Víctor González
Francisco Castro
Jorge Vergara
Salvador Allende
Juan Carlos Calbanca
Ricardo Silva
Claudio Farías
Andrés Cid
Carolina Chacón

Precision Driver
Guido Méndez

Grip
Support Grip

Grip
Gyro Films Ltda

Catering
Dominique Baeza

Catering
Catering Tatán

Escenógrafo
Miguel Ibarra
Héctor López
Adrián Castro
Giovanni Rocco
Oscar Nieto
Sergei Curin
Carlos Utreras

Van equipo técnico
Guillermo Tapia
Juan Rojas

Camión Producción
Pedro Tapia

Camión Ambientación
Juan Pablo Tello

Camión Técnica
Juan Tello

Camión Vestuario
Mario Barrios

Baños móviles
Jaime Moya
Luis González

Motorhome Gael García
Raúl Aguayo

Motorhome maquillaje
Luis González

Radio Taxis
Astral

Proveedor de Extras
Claudio Lijavetzky

Agente de Aduanas
Nataly Seguel

Gumercindo Caqueo

POST PRODUCTION

Plató Cinecolor

Montaje de Ambientes y Efectos
Sebastián Marín / Roberto Zúñiga

Artista de Foley
Ivo Moraga

Grabación de Foley
Mauricio Salas
Pre mezclas
Francisco Vivent

Mezcla
Roberto Zúñiga / Miguel Hormazábal

Post Producción de Imagen

Filmosonido

Producción Ejecutiva
Marcos de Aguirre

Coordinación Post Imagen & Conform
Pamela Valenzuela

Colorista Scratch & Supervisión Vfx
Ismael Cabrera

Vfx
Mauro Contreras

Asistente Vfx
Catalina Álvarez

Soporte Técnico
Claudio Hijerra

Administración
María Teresa Bacigalupe
Valeria Otárola

Kiné Imágenes

Efectos Visuales
Daniel Dávila
Jaime Gándara

Producción Ejecutiva
Florecia Larrea

Coordinación
Karen Baher

DCP
Kiné Imágenes

Diseño de Créditos
Smog
Pablo González
Moisés Arancibia
Valentina Silva